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1. Introduction: Important features of an image for HTR

1.1. Image Definition

1.2. Image Resolution

1.3. Color

1.4. Take aways for HTR



Features of an image 1/4

1.1. Definition

- Describes the amount of information in an image
- A digital image is made of pixels -> the definition says 

how many pixels
- Usually expressed as length by width, with pixels as a 

unit (L x W)

1.2. Resolution

- Transposition of the image size into real-life measures
- How many pixels to cover 1 inch -> DPI (dot per inch)

W = 6 px

L = 6 px

if resolution = 1 dpi
then 1px = 1 inch if printed



Features of an image 2/4

1.3. Color

binarized : 
- 1 x L x W {0|1}
- 1 layer, poor information

grayscale : 
- 1 x L x W {0…255}
- 1 layer, richer information



Features of an image 3/4

1.3. Color

RGB (Red, Green, Blue): 
- 3 x L x W {0…255}
- 3 layers, rich information

RGBA (Red, Green, Blue, Alpha):
- 3 x L x W {0…255}
- 1 x L x W {0…100}
- 4 layers, rich information



Features of an image 4/4

1.4. Takeaways for images and HTR

- Resolution is an important parameter for readability by 
annotators and engines

- Color mode can also have an impact
- Poor images are not great (not enough information)
- Extra rich images are not great either (too heavy to process)
- Binarization is not necessary with Kraken
- PNG and JPEG are good formats
- TIF is not necessary



2. Image preprocessing for eScriptorium

2.1. Optimizing images for eScriptorium

2.2. Possible pre-processing



Image preprocessing for eScriptorium 1/2

2.1. Optimizing images for eScriptorium:

- Optional and can be time consuming (trade-off preprocessing/impact)
- But can reduce the time spent correcting the segmentation
- But can increase your chances to get a better transcription

2.2. Possible pre-processing:

- Adjust the image resolution
- Adjust the contrast
- Invert color (clear text on dark background)
- Crop the image to isolate the page and exclude the background
- Split double pages



Image preprocessing for eScriptorium 2/2

Ideally your digitizations 
are well framed, but 

sometimes it’s not the case



3. Import images to eScriptorium

You are now ready to import your images into eScriptorium.

To import image files, open your document and switch to the image dashboard. 
You can now either:

- Drag and drop the image files onto the rectangle with a blue border that is 
reserved for this purpose.

- Click on the same rectangle and browse the files on your computer.

We will not demonstrate it but: you can also import PDF files, or use the IIIF 
protocol if provided by the institution that hosts a document online.



3. Import images to eScriptorium



4. Layout Analysis

Zone and Lines for Layout 
Analysis:

Layout analysis is rendered with 
2 mains elements: 

- Zone: a block (empty or not)
- Line: a line of text (not a 

sentence) 
- polygon (mask)
- baseline

Besides describing the layout, 
zones helps have a logical 
reading order.



5. Applying a Segmentation model

Go to your documents Image 
Dashboard

- Select the images you want to 
segment.

- Click on the “Segment” button.
- You have to choose:

- The segmentation model you want 
to use.

- The features you want to recognise.
- The orientation of your text.



Foreword on the segmentation interface

- Accessible in “Edition” page
- Activate the “Segmentation Panel”
- It’s easy to get lost, so take your time and pay attention to 

where you click/zoom
- Escape to stop drawing
- Control + Z to cancel an action
- Reset zoom with Control + Backspace (or use the button on 

the left)
- Right click + hold on the image to move once zoomed in! 
- Many possible shortcuts, shown when hovering over an image 

or when you click on “?”



Manual correction of the segmentation output 1/2

Go to your Image Dashboard:

- Click the Switch to Region 
button (or press the R key).

Each mode allows you to work 
on its features (lines or regions).



- To select a single line or 
region, left-click on it.

- To select multiple lines or 
regions:

- Hold Shift and left-click each 
feature you want so select, or:

- Hold Shift and drag left-click 
to select all features in the 
selected zone.

Manual correction of the segmentation output 2/2



Exercise : The Ship of Fools, by Sebastian Brandt

- Identification on the server: https://escriptorium.inria.fr
- Login : apinche_formation - password : training1234

- Open the document Brandt_Narrenschiff.
- Apply the default (blla.mlmodel) segmentation model and the 

incunable_seg_retrain model.
- Establish your segmentation standards to create a training corpus.
- Do the required corrections in order to obtain a clean training corpus.
- Optional: apply SegmOnto typing

https://escriptorium.inria.fr


7. Controlled vocabulary to describe zones and lines

To improve the reusability of training data and the collaboration between research 
projects using HTR, the community has developed an ontology for describing the 
layout: Segmonto (https://segmonto.github.io/).

Examples of types available in SegmOnto:

- “MainZone”, “TitlePageZone”, “GraphicZone”
- “DefaultLine”, “HeadingLine”

These types can be associated with logical elements (zones/lines)

https://segmonto.github.io/
https://segmonto.github.io/


8. Retraining of a segmentation model

You can retrain a segmentation model to increase its efficiency on the layout of 
your document:

- Select the already segmented and corrected images on which you want to 
retrain your model.

- Click on the Train button and select Segmenter from the drop-down menu.
- In the New Model box, chose a name for your your retrained model.
- In the Or select an existing one box, chose the model you want to retrain.

You can also decide to simply overwrite your model, but beware, we recommend 
that you export and save your model to a safe place first.



Evaluating a segmentation model

- To date, no application has been developed to evaluate segmentation 
models.

- Do it and try again, see for yourself if the results look better than before.
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